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 Josh Duhamel steps out with his arm  (14)
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. September 10, 2020 Josh Duhamel steps out with his arm in a sling as he spends time with son Axl in a Los Angeles park. The Transformers star, 47, has been keeping a low profile in recent months whilst continuing his romance with model Audra Mari, 26, whom he started dating in May 2019. During his outing Josh chatted with a mom in the park but was not wearing a facemask, despite all LA residents being instructed to do so due to Covid-19. He played with 7-year-old Axl, whose mom is Black Eyed Peas singer Fergie, for around 30 minutes before helping the youngster into the car with his toy scooter. **Please pixelate children's faces before publication** CREDIT MUST READ: Jeff Rayner/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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